Let T be a piecewise monotonie transformation on [0, 1] and let A be a 7"-invariant subset, which has positive topological entropy and satisfies the Darboux property. A general existence theorem for conformai measures on A is proved. This is then used to show equality of the dynamical dimension of A and the minimal zero of a certain pressure function.
The dynamical system ([0, 1], T) which we consider is allowed to have discontinuities on the set P := {uq, a\,... ,ün} of partition points. If limxTa T(x) t¿ limxia T(x) for some a e P then there is no natural choice for T(a). Therefore we introduce definitions which do not depend on the values of T at its points of discontinuity. We say that a closed set A c [0, 1] is TT-invariant, if T(A\P) c A . This implies T(A) c A if T is continuous. Let A be closed and TT-invariant. We consider the following definition of conformai measures. Set S = {(ao, a{), (a\, a2), ... , (a^-i, ûjv)} and let g be a nonnegative function on A. A probability measure m on A is called almost ^-conformai, if (1.1) m(T(Y)) = i gdm for all Y c A contained in some ZeZ.
B with p(B) = 1. The dynamical dimension dD(A) of A is now defined as sup HD(p), the supremum taken over all ergodic invariant measures p on A with positive entropy. The first aim of this paper is to give a version of the definition of pressure on A for a class of piecewise continuous functions /, denoted by q(T\A, f), such that the minimum zA of zeros of t (-► q(T\A, -í log |TF'|) exists, and to show existence of almost e9^A '^ "^-conformai measures. These are then the prerequisites for the second aim of this paper, which is to show equality of zA , of dD(A) and of the infimum of all t, for which an almost \T'\'-conformai measure on A, whose support equals A, exists. The reader should think of these three equalities as a version of the McCluskey-Manning-Bowen formula stated for maps of the interval. He should be also aware that our real aim would be to have this formula for HD(^) instead of dD(A). Under certain additional assumptions on T like inf \T'\ > 1 this is done in [13 and 8] . However the problem, whether HD(A) equals dD(^4) in general, seems to be very difficult and so far is open. Nevertheless the partial result proved in our paper seems to be also of interest. For an additional discussion about pressure, Hausdorff dimension and conformai measures the reader is referred to [3, 4, and 8] .
In order to prove such results we need several assumptions on T and on A . As in [8] , an open nonempty interval / c [0, 1] is called atomic, if Tn(I) is contained in some element of Z for all « > 0. We say that the piecewise monotonie map T is regular, if there are no atomic intervals, or if there are finitely many intervals I\, I2, ... , I¡, mapped monotonically to each other by T, such that for each atomic interval / there is an n and a k with Tn(I) c Ik . It is well known that all unimodal maps without stable periodic orbits and with negative Schwarzian derivative are regular. Much weaker conditions, obtained recently, for a piecewise monotonie map to be regular can be found for example in [11] or [12] . Furthermore, we say that T is piecewise differentiable, if the derivative of T\Z exists for all Z e Z and can be extended to a continuous function on the closure of Z .
A closed subset A of ([0, 1], T) is called a Darboux subset, if it satisfies T(A\P) c A, if it is disjoint from atomic intervals and if the following holds (1.2) T(AnZ) = Af)T(Z) for all Z G Z which sometimes is called Darboux property.
Darboux subsets occur in a natural way. Let T be a regular piecewise monotonic map. Let G c [0, 1] be an invariant set which is a finite union of intervals and which contains the intervals attracting all atomic intervals. Set A = f|~o [0 > l]\T~'(G). Its complement is the set of all x, for which there is a neighbourhood U and an / > 0 with T'(U) c G. Clearly A is closed, has empty intersection with all atomic intervals and satisfies T(A\P) c A. Furthermore, if x e A n T(Z) for some Z e Z, then (T\Z)~l(x) e Z and also (r|Z)_1(x) e A by definition of A . Hence jc 6 T(A n Z), which implies the nonobvious part of (1.2). Therefore A is a Darboux subset. In [6] , a decomposition of the nonwandering set of a piecewise monotonie map into topologically transitive components is given. Each component in this decomposition, which has positive topological entropy, is of the above form and hence a Darboux subset.
Throughout the paper we shall consider a regular piecewise monotonie map with hiop(T\A) > 0. In §2 we develop a definition q(T\A, f) of the pressure for a class D(A) of piecewise continuous functions / containing h := -log|r'|, if T'\Z is nonzero for all Z e Z. We show that the map t >-> q(T\A, th) has a minimal zero zA in [0, 1] . The definition of q(T\A, f) is based on an approximation of (A, T\A) from below by dynamical systems, which behave like subshifts of finite type. This technique of approximation is studied further in §3 and used then in §4 to show existence of almost e?(7"M,/)-/_conformai measures on A for / e D(A). We give also conditions, under which conformai measures exist.
In §5 we assume additionally that T'\Z is nonzero and of bounded variation for each Z e Z, and that A is topologically transitive. Let S (A) be the infimum of all / for which an almost \T'\'-conformai measure exists on A, whose support equals A . Using the existence theorem for almost conformai measures of §4 and results of [10], we show that dD(A) = zA = S(A).
Pressure
In this section we develop a version of the definition of pressure, which is suitable for later applications. Let T be a regular piecewise monotonie map and let A be a Darboux subset of ([0, 1], T). Let D(A) be the set of all /: A -> (-00, oo], such that f\Av\Z has values in R and can be extended to a continuous function from the closure of A n Z to (-00,00] for all Z eZ, where we use the obvious topology on (-00, 00].
We introduce a definition of invariant measures which avoids discontinuities of the considered mappings. For a closed invariant subset B of [0,1] let Mp(B) be the set of all T-invariant probability measures on B , for which the set of discontinuities of T is of measure zero, and let MT(B, f) be the set of those measures in Mp(B) for which the set of discontinuities of / is a nullset. Remark that these sets of discontinuities are contained in the set P of partition points and hence are finite. Furthermore, let ET(B) and Ej(B, f) denote the sets of ergodic measures in MT(B) and in Mp(B, f) respectively. For continuous T and / we get the usual definitions. If f e D(A), then / is bounded from below and hence / f dp exists for p e MT(A) allowing that ¡f dp = 00.
The first step in the definition of pressure is to cut out partition points a e P with infinite orbit. To this end set T+(a) = lim*^ T(x) and T~(a) = limpia T(x). Furthermore define N+ = {a e P : T'(T+(a)) £ P for i > 0}
and N-= {a e P : T(T~(a)) £ p for i > 0}. Then let P+ be the set If T\An and /" are continuous, the variational principle implies that q(T\A", fn) coincides with the usual definition of pressure (see [14] ). Since the sequences (An)n>x and (fn)n>i are increasing also (q(T\An, fn))n>i is increasing and we can define If n is large enough , the points of discontinuity of / and /" are the same, and we get p e ET(An , f"). Hence we get from (2.1) that q(T\A, f) > limn^oohpt + J f"dp, which equals hß + J fdp by monotone convergence. On the other hand, for any r < q(T\A, f), there is an n with q(T\A",f") > r. By (2.1) there is a p e ET(A", f") with hß + ¡fndp> r.
Since / > fn, we get hM + Jfdp>r. Since / > /" have the same points of discontinuity, if n is large enough, we get p e Ep(An, f) for all large n .
The definition of A" implies that ET(A" , /) c ET(A, f), which finishes the proof. D
We give a first application. We denote by h the restriction of the function -logIT'| to A . If T is piecewise differentiable and if all zeros of V are in P, then h e D(A). For t > 0 we can define q(t) = q(T\A,th).
The proof of the next theorem uses results of §3, which are completely independent of this section. If T has discontinuities, then hiop(T\A) can be defined as 1 implies that there is a p e ET(A,h) with hß + J h dp > 0. By (ii) of Lemma 6 we get hß> 0. Now Theorem 2 of [7] implies that hM < -J h dp , a contradiction, finishing the proof of (i). By (2.1), the function t^q(T\An, th") is a supremum of linear functions and therefore convex. By (2.2), the function 11-> q(t) is a supremum of convex functions and therefore convex. Since every convex function is continuous, (ii) is shown. Suppose that t\ < t2 and that q(t\) < q(t2). By Lemma 1, there is a p e ET(A, h) with hß + t\ J h dp < hß + t2 J h dp . Remark that ET(A, th) does not depend on / for t > 0. We get t\Jhdp<t2Jhdp
and hence / hdp> 0. This contradicts (ii) of Lemma 6 showing (hi). D 
Approximation with subshifts of finite type
In this section we again assume that T is a regular piecewise monotonie map and that A is a Darboux subset of ([0, 1], T). We exhaust (A, T\A) by subshifts of finite type. To this end we have to modify ([0, 1], T) refining the partition given by P and doubling all inverse images of the new partition points.
We use the sets N+ , N~ , P+, P' defined in §2. If a e P\N+ then there is a minimal j(a) > 0 with T^a\T+(a)) e P. Set g+ = {P(T+(a)) : a e P\N+ ,0 < i < j(a)}. If a e N+\P+, the orbit of T+(a) is finite. Set g+ = {P(T+(a)) : a e N+\P+, i > 0}. In the same way define gf and g-T .
Since T is regular, there are finitely many intervals I\, I2,...,//, mapped monotonically to each other, which attract all atomic intervals. Since T induces a permutation of these intervals, there is a set g3 consisting of finiiely many periodic orbits, such that the closure of each I¡ has nonempty intersection with 03. Set g = P U Q\ U ßf U gj U Qj U ß3. This set is finite and considered as the set of new partition points. It is chosen such that substitute each x by two point x+ and x~ , which gives a totally ordered compact set X. Consider (0, l)\R, which is dense in X. As T is piecewise monotonie with discontinuities in P c g, we can extend T continuously from (0, l)\R to all of X and get a continuous map T: X -> X. Define %: X -» [0, 1] by n(x) = x if x $. R and by 7r(x+) = n(x~) -x if x e R. Then n is continuous and Then yn e T(Z) for n > 1. Set x" = (r|Z)-'(j;") G Z . Since T|Z is strictly monotone, we get from (1.2) thatx" e A. Since yn £ T(R) we get xn £ R.
Let x be a limit point of (x")">i in X. Then x G A and (r|C/)_1(y) = x. Hence x G ^4 n U, which means that y e T(A n £/) and the first part of (ii) is shown. In order to show the second part, suppose that y e T(U) n A" . Then y e f (U) n A. By the first part of (ii) there is an x G An U with f (x) = y.
Since U e %k with U nS = 0 and since n > k we get that U n V" = 0. (ii) If Atop (.4) > 0 then A contains a periodic orbit which is disjoint from P.
Proof. Fix U e%. Then U\S is a union of finitely or countably many disjoint intervals V satisfying î(VnÀ) = f (V)nA by (ii) of Lemma 4. Since f\U is strictly monotone, we get that f
((U\S)f)A) = T(U\S)f)A . As S can contain only endpoints of U, this implies that T(U n A) is an interval in A proving
In the notation of [6] , (i) says that (A, T\A) is a piecewise monotonie dynamical system. As n is bijective except on a countable set, we get htop(T\A) = Atop(T\A) > 0. The results of [6] imply that A contains a topologically transitive subset L with htop(T\L) = htop(T\A), which contains a dense set of periodic orbits. This set of periodic orbits has to be infinite and hence there is a periodic orbit in A disjoint from n x (P). Its image under n is a periodic orbit in A , which is disjoint from P. G Now we compare the construction of this section with that in §2. (ii) Let T be piecewise differentiable with V / 0 on [0, 1]\P. Set h = -log \T'\ on A. Then / h dp < 0 for p e Ej(A, A). Now let N be the set of all p e E~(An) with /2(g) > 0. As g is finite, also N is finite. If p. G E~(Än)\N, then p(n~x(R)) = 0. Set p = ß o n~l. Then p(R) = 0 and n is a bijection almost everywhere. Since discontinuities of T and / e D(A) are contained in P c R, we get pe Ej(An , f). We have shown (3.7) p. e E?(Ä")\N ^ p := p ° n~x e f| ET(A", f) and hß = hß. We show (i). Since the discontinuities of / are contained in P c g, the functions f:À-> (-co, co] and /": A -> R are continuous. Furthermore, (3.3) says that fn(x) = f"(n(x)), if /" is continuous in n(x). Hence (3.6) implies that sup£rM(i >/n) hß + J fndp< sup£~) hß + jfndfi. Using (3.8), each /i G JV can be approximated by a sequence of pk e F~(An)\N and furthermore hfik = 0 = hjj. Since yj, has its discontinuities in P c g for each «, we get sup£7.(Ai/n)AM + jfndp > sup£ (jn) A¿ + //"</# by (3.7). Now (2.1) and Corollary 9.10.1 in [14] imply q(T\An , f") = p(f\Än , fn), which together with (2.2) shows (i).
In order to show (ii) suppose that there is a p e Ep(A, A) with / hdp > 0. If p is supported on a periodic orbit in A , this orbit is stable because / hdp > 0. This contradicts the fact that A is a Darboux subset. Hence we can suppose that p has no atoms. By definition of Ep(A, A) there is an n with p e ET(A" , A). By 
Existence of conformal measures
In this section we show existence of conformal measures. First we consider (A,f\A). We write pn for p(T\A",f").
Since T\A" is an open and expansive map by (hi) of Lemma 4 and since /" : An -► R is continuous, it follows from Theorem 3.12 of [2] that there is a probability measure m" on An satisfying (4. 3) rhn(f(Y)) = f ep«-f" dmn ifYcÀnnU for some U G í¿.
We consider m" as^a measure on X. If U e %k with k < n and U n S -0 then T(UnÀn) = T(U)nÀn by (ii) of Lemma 4. This implies that (4.3) holds with Y = U. Now let m be a weak limit point of the sequence (m")">\. Suppose that (mn,)i>i converges to m. In particular, m is concentrated on A. Since /: A -» (-co, co] is continuous and since (pn)n>i converges to q by (i) of Lemma 6, we get that (ePn~f")">\ converges uniformly to eq~f. If U e %k for some k > 2 then dU = 0. If additionally UnS = 0 then also df(U) = 0 by Since the_ orbits of points in S are infinite, m cannot be concentrated on U;=i TJ(S). Therefore m(I) = 0 is impossible. G Now we go back to A . We say that (A, T\A) is topologically transitive, if it contains a dense orbit, which is disjoint from the set P of partition points. T is piecewise differentiable, it follows from Theorem 2 in [7] that Xm > 0, as hß > 0. Fix now s e (t, HD(p)) and e G (0, xß/2) such that s -t > 2et/(xß -2e). By the assumptions on V the function g defined by g = V on[0, l]\P and g = 0 on P satisfies vaij^ ^ g < oo. Since p is ergodic and since hß > 0 holds, p has no atoms and hence /¿(U/^n T~'(P)) = 0.
Furthermore we have h e Lß, since Xp -~~ / h dp > 0 and since inf h > -co, as V is bounded. where S"h(x) = YJ¡Zo h(T'(x)). Let |/| denote the length of the interval /. In the same way as (5.6) we get using the mean value theorem and again (5.3) that (5.7) |r"(x)| < es"h{x)+n£ for x G L and n > 1 as |rn(Y"(x))| < l. Since p is ergodic and since X/i = -¡hdp, we get lim^oo j¡Snh(x) = ~xß for /«-almost all x by the ergodic theorem. Hence (5.7) implies that for //-almost all x there is an n(x) with Remark. In [8] for a larger class of functions than D(A) a pressure p(T\A, f) is defined, for which the variational principle holds. Therefore it coincides with the usual pressure, if T\A and / are continuous (see [14] ). Set p(t) = p(T\A, th), where A := -log 17"'| G D(A). The problem here is to show p(l) < 0 (Theorem 1 of [8] proves that this holds, if T is continuous or if inf \T'\ > 1, but in general this question is open), which gives the existence of yA:=inf{t:p(t) = 0}.
